Follow the Directions!

So, you’ve decided to become a Customs Broker and have invested in or are thinking about investing in, the Logistics Training Systems course. Good Job! Now here’s my advice to you: USE IT!

LTS provides you with an excellent system and plan. But now it’s up to YOU to put it to use! FOLLOW their directions, READ and Re-read every word in their Class materials. DO AS THEY SAY and you can’t go wrong!

But if you don’t follow the plan, you WON’T get good results. Trust me on this!

LTS certainly knows what they are doing. ALL of their materials are chock full of useful information that may be on the exam! Don’t dismiss anything. Also, DO the tabbing that is recommended……and then some! I tabbed anything I got “stuck” on as I did practice exam questions for easy future reference. Every second of the exam is precious and if you’re fumbling around looking for info in 2 or 3 places……you’ve wasted precious time.

In fact, I couldn’t deal with having the Classwork binders, Reference binders along with useful Fast Fact sheets all scattered about, in addition to the 12 inch catalog rack of the CFR 19 and HTS. All of this would have taken up way too much space in the small table area of about 3 feet by 3 feet that I sat in at the testing center. So what I did was purchase another catalog rack, 6 inches, and created a “References” rack in which I placed the Textbook Chapter Cross Reference, the Cross Reference Index. I disassembled the binders and placed into the small rack the Classwork chapters, References and even integrated the Video Sessions PowerPoint sheets accordingly. I had the larger catalog rack in front of me and the smaller references rack on my left and closer as I was referencing it LOTS. So in the end I had at my fingertips an abundance of reference materials that I could easily access without wasting precious time fumbling around with large binders. I had plenty of space to work in and Trust me…….every second counts!

At the end of the day and most importantly, LTS has a fantastic system that prepares you WELL for the customs broker exam. From their online and paper materials, to their invaluable online instructors and “coaches” who walk with you every step of the way and keep you motivated, they are truly experts and pros in the customs broker exam preparation process! If you follow their instructions and USE their materials to their fullest……you are most certain to do well. I recommend it here and will in person always. Best of luck to you.